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Likely key impacts on citizens, Likely key impacts on citizens,   

citizens who are also social work clientscitizens who are also social work clients  

and social workersand social workers  

CitizensCitizens::  

Rupture in the taken for grantedRupture in the taken for granted  

Experiencing losses of diverse typesExperiencing losses of diverse types  

ReRe--ordering prioritiesordering priorities  

Becoming poorerBecoming poorer  

Becoming more vulnerableBecoming more vulnerable  

  



Impact on social work clientsImpact on social work clients  

 On top of experiencing impacts as ordinary On top of experiencing impacts as ordinary 

citizens:citizens:  

 Becoming more vulnerableBecoming more vulnerable  

 Breakdown of ordinary welfare servicesBreakdown of ordinary welfare services  

 Being and feeling more social included (if part Being and feeling more social included (if part 

of the majority): solidarityof the majority): solidarity  

 Being and feeling more social excluded (if part Being and feeling more social excluded (if part 

of the minority)of the minority)  

 Greater affinity with one’s social worker/sGreater affinity with one’s social worker/s  

  



Impact on social workersImpact on social workers  

 Increase in demandsIncrease in demands  

 Increase in dilemmasIncrease in dilemmas  

 Potential increase in skillsPotential increase in skills  

 Increase in social status of the profession: Increase in social status of the profession: 

recognition as belonging to an essential recognition as belonging to an essential 

professionprofession  

 Decrease in social status: being classified as Decrease in social status: being classified as 

the enemythe enemy  



   The connotations of the “political”  The connotations of the “political”  

negative, negative,   

 oneone--sided, sided,   

 ideological, ideological,   

 unprofessional, unprofessional,   

 not as uplifting as helping victims of nonnot as uplifting as helping victims of non--

political disasters political disasters   

  



ExamplesExamples  

 Example Example 11: becoming outcasts: becoming outcasts  

 Example Example 22: Lasting gender implications: Lasting gender implications  

 Example Example 33: :   



Families of Counter TerrorismFamilies of Counter Terrorism  

 Who are these families?Who are these families?  

 UK Moslem families whose young adult male UK Moslem families whose young adult male memermemer  has has been arrested been arrested 
on terrorism charges, usually not charged at the end.on terrorism charges, usually not charged at the end.  

 Families that have:Families that have:  

 Lost their main breadwinner over nightLost their main breadwinner over night  

 Lived the trauma of search and arrest with little explanationLived the trauma of search and arrest with little explanation  

 Often do not know to whom to turn for advice and supportOften do not know to whom to turn for advice and support  

  

 Families afraid to:Families afraid to:  

 approach social servicesapproach social services  

 acknowledge what has happened outside of the small family circle acknowledge what has happened outside of the small family circle   

 What should be the role of social workers informed of such families?What should be the role of social workers informed of such families?  

 What should be the role of researchers engaged with these families?What should be the role of researchers engaged with these families?  

 (Guru, (Guru, 20122012))  



Gender : The power of sweet wordsGender : The power of sweet words  

 This is the title of an article on the plight of This is the title of an article on the plight of 
women in rural Sierra Leone during the women in rural Sierra Leone during the 
armed conflict and the post conflict periodarmed conflict and the post conflict period  

 Many women who have been abducted, Many women who have been abducted, 
conscripted, forced to marry, treated as conscripted, forced to marry, treated as 
slaves, physically tortured and mutilated, slaves, physically tortured and mutilated, 
sexually violated.sexually violated.  

 Many continued to be marginalised socially Many continued to be marginalised socially 
during the post conflict period. during the post conflict period.   



The social work responseThe social work response  

 Facing mental and physical health problems Facing mental and physical health problems 
at the post conflict phase, plus the need to at the post conflict phase, plus the need to 
keep their past a secret due to fear of being keep their past a secret due to fear of being 
further socially excluded.further socially excluded.  

 Local and international social workers Local and international social workers 
attempted to provide different types of attempted to provide different types of 
support (psychological, material, social).support (psychological, material, social).  

 The dominance of international agencies The dominance of international agencies 
and its impact on local social workersand its impact on local social workers  



What would you have done?What would you have done?  

 The dilemmas for local workersThe dilemmas for local workers  

 They have very few material or social They have very few material or social 

resourcesresources  

 Had to engage in agriculture to survive tooHad to engage in agriculture to survive too  

 Lost family members, as did the women Lost family members, as did the women 

clientsclients  

  

  



What did they offer?What did they offer?  

 Engaged in providing solidarityEngaged in providing solidarity  

 Offered food and money when they couldOffered food and money when they could  

 Did not engage in clinical diagnosis or Did not engage in clinical diagnosis or 

psychological interventionspsychological interventions  

 ((DoucetDoucet  and and DenovDenov, , 20122012))  

  

  



Northern Ireland:  

In the acute conflict stage 

Mental health social workers experiences of  The Troubles 
(Campbell and McCrystal, ) : 

Threat to self (physical, psychological) 

Responding to  the traumatic experiences of clients 

Focus on neutrality : advantages and disadvantages 

 

Post acute conflict: 

Responding to post traumatic stress disorder 

Recognition of the need to focus on community wellbeing and 

economic re-building 

Working in parallel services 

 

 

 



Innovation in Innovation in swsw  educationeducation  

 Inviting services users to present their Inviting services users to present their 

experiences of The Troubles to experiences of The Troubles to swsw  students students 

(Campbell and Duffy, (Campbell and Duffy, 20082008))  

 The challenge: the risks and the gains (Duffy The challenge: the risks and the gains (Duffy 

20062006))  

 Students working with refugees (Butler, Students working with refugees (Butler,   

 BanjaBanja  Luca: we cannot talk about it in our Luca: we cannot talk about it in our 

social work coursesocial work course  

 A role for social work educatorsA role for social work educators  

  



Tackling memoriesTackling memories  

 The centrality  of memories in post acute armed conflict (Zavirsek, 
2008) 

 

 Memories as one sided experiences 

 

 Repressed memories 

 

 Medicalised memories 

 

 Replayed memories 

 

 Personal and collective memories 

 

 A role for social wokrers? 

 

 



Instead of a summary:Instead of a summary:  

 Dilemmas without solutions?Dilemmas without solutions?  

 Paying attention to post conflict states for Paying attention to post conflict states for 
individuals and for the collective (e.g. Harms individuals and for the collective (e.g. Harms 
et al, et al, 20082008))  

 The need to support social workers The need to support social workers 
systematically in such situations (Baum and systematically in such situations (Baum and 
Ramon, Ramon, 20102010))  

  


